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Introduction
The goal of MRCIT is to organize a reception for the master students enrolled in the IT
master programmes. A new change for this and last year is the introduction of the Data
Science master program. However, due to practical reasons, the reception for students in
Data Science has been handed over to the D section, as they are co-located with the D
master programmes. Therefore, MRCIT will organize the reception for the two master
programmes that are stationary at Lindholmen; Interaction Design and Technologies and
Software Engineering. We will also invite the sister programmes from GU, that more or
less share the same courses as the IT programmes.

Our main goals are to make everyone feel welcome, safe, make friends and to be intro-
duced to the student culture at Chalmers, which is done through the events. The events
have been decided with respect to fulfilling those goals.

Planned events and activities
• Introduction - First day morning (week 1)

• Speed-dating - First day noon (week 1)

• Campus Tour - Second day lunch (week 1)

• Slottskogen with food and games - Saturday or Sunday (week 1)

• Barbeque at Ramberget - Tuesday or Wednesday (week 2)

• Sittning - Friday (week 2)

Communication channels
MRCITwill make use of the following tools in order to properly communicate events and
important information to new students:

• Slack channel

• Printed module

• Introductory
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After the events
After (but also during the events), MRCIT will actively search for members for the 2023
year. This is also done through arranging an ”aspning”.

COVID-19 and possible impacts
MRCIT have discussed the likelihood of COVID-19 still having an impact in August/September.
Due to the uncertainty, we have planned for the emergency scenario in which real-life
events cannot be carried out. During such a scenario, the quality of the reception would
be drastically lower but we will still aim for some sort of reception with online tools inste-
ad. These ”events” would be planned closer to the actual semester starting date.MRCIT
aims to be flexible and quickly adapt based on upcoming guidelines and regulations from
authorities, Chalmers and the Student Union.


